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A BSTRACT
We present a multi-view structured light system for markerless motion capture of human subjects. In contrast to existing approaches
that use multiple camera streams, we reconstruct the scene by combining six partial 3D scans generated from three structured light
stations surrounding the subject and operating in a round robin
fashion. We avoid interference between multiple projectors through
time multiplexing and synchronization across all cameras and projectors. Assuming known multi-camera projector calibration parameters, we generate point clouds from each station, convert them
to partial surfaces, and merge them into a single coordinate frame.
We develop algorithms to reconstruct dynamic geometry using a
template generated by the system itself. Specifically, we deform
the template to each frame of the captured geometry by iteratively
aligning each bone of the skeleton. This is done by searching for
correspondences between the source template and the captured geometry, solving for rotations of bones, and enforcing constraints
on each rotation to prevent the template from taking on anatomically unnatural poses. Once the sequence of captured geometry
is processed, the template is textured using color images from the
multi-view structured light systems. We show the effectiveness of
our system for a 50-second sequence of a moving human subject.
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I NTRODUCTION

Human motion capture has been under investigation for many years
in different applications [19, 20]. While marker based motion capture has been popular for a while, it is desirable to do away with
markers, simplify the capture process, and improve realism by capturing actual subject color and shape. Even though a marker based
system with many markers can be used to increase the realism of results, it comes at a significant setup cost where hundreds of markers
must be placed directly on the body of the human subject [22].
In many systems, the geometry of the dynamic human subject
is captured using multi-camera setups [5, 26, 7, 3, 27, 9]. These
systems recover a representation of the human subject by using visual hulls generated from each camera view. Many approaches use
a template of the human model to assist in the reconstruction of
the dynamic geometry [5, 7, 3, 27, 9, 21, 6, 8]. The methods using templates can either use a skeleton [5, 3, 27, 9, 21, 6] or not
[7, 8]. In [27], Vlasic et al. generate a detailed template using a
high quality laser scanner. The template is then deformed according
to constraints gathered from the observing cameras. De Aguiar et
al. similarly present a template based method that starts with a high
quality laser scan, but do not use a skeleton to deform the mesh [7].
Rather, mesh based deformation techniques such as those in [24]
are used to deform the mesh according to the visual hulls of the observing cameras. The method in [27] fits a template via a combination of coarse movements from skeleton deformation, followed by
local mesh deformation to capture the details of the scan. Gall et al.
use a similar approach, but do not require manual user intervention
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[9]. Methods using highly detailed templates are sometimes criticized for “baking in” details that should not be present throughout
the reconstructed sequence.
Besides multi-camera methods emphasizing the use of visual
hulls, other capture methods have been proposed. In [28], dynamic
scans from a photometric stereo system are used for surface reconstruction. While the geometry captured from this system is quite
accurate and detailed, the system is complex and expensive. Specifically, it uses a geodesic sphere 8 meters in diameter and with over
1200 individually controllable light sources, making it inaccessible
to most users. Unlike methods involving visual hulls from multiplecameras, in [28] the 3D shape of the human subject’s surface is
directly captured. Such systems directly reconstruct the subject’s
surface without any prior information rather than using a template
to estimate the pose and shape of a human subject. For instance,
the approach in [28, 17] does not use templates to reconstruct water
tight meshes. The results from these direct capture approaches often yield errors in the topology of the reconstructed geometry since
there is no prior information on the shape of the model. Similar
works have focused on the problem of registering and generating
consistent geometry from sets of dynamic point clouds [18, 25, 23].
These methods only work with high temporal sampling and limited
occluding geometry.
In this paper, we present a markerless motion capture system
consisting of multiple structured-light subsystems to capture geometry of a human subject from surrounding views. As with any multiview system, since the entire shape of the human subject is not always visible from any one capture device, we opt to use a template
to represent the shape and pose of the human subject. However,
unlike existing approaches which require additional scanning hardware or complex template initialization processes, we use the same
motion capture system to generate the template. Specifically, from
an initial scan of the human subject in a occlusion free pose, we create a customized template for that subject as shown in Fig. 1b. In
contrast to existing methods that use 2D images, we capture 3D geometry using three structured-light systems. Specifically, with two
cameras per structured-light system as shown in Fig. 2, we generate
3D scans from six views as shown in Fig. 1a, deform the template,
shown in Fig. 1b, and fit the target scan as shown in Fig. 1c. The
problem of fitting a template to the human subject is greatly simplified if constrained by 360-degree geometry from three stations.
There are existing methods for reconstructing dynamic geometry
from 3D geometry scans. Dou et al.[8] use eight Kinects surrounding a human subject to build a model of a dynamic figure. Due
to sensor noise, they cannot directly create a template in a single
frame; rather, they learn it over time. Our system is most similar to
[12] which captures two opposing views of the human subject and
stitches the views together, leaving significant artifacts around the
seams.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present
the specifics of the system architecture and hardware used to capture 3D partial reconstructions of the human subject. Section 3 describes how we generate and deform the template. In Section 4, we
explain the sequential deformation method used to fit a template to
partial geometry scans. Section 5 describes texture mapping for the
template. Sections 6 and 7 present an example of processing real
captured human motion and conclusions, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Using (a) captured partial scans and (b) a template of a human subject, we generate (c) the time varying geometry of a human
subject.

Figure 2: Top-down view of the three structured-light stations in
the system. Geometry cameras are labeled C1 −C6 . Color cameras
are C7 −C9 . Projectors are P1 −P3 .

2 S YSTEM S ETUP AND DATA C APTURE
Our proposed system consists of three distinct structured-light stations, shown in Fig. 2, surrounding a central capture volume with
the devices located on each station pointing towards the center of
the capture volume. Each station is equipped with one DLP R projector, two grayscale cameras, and one color camera in a configuration similar to [29]. To prevent interference between the three
projectors at each structured-light station, we apply structured-light
patterns to one projector at a time in a round-robin fashion. In other
words, each station takes turns illuminating the human subject in a
time-multiplexed sequence. The system is controlled by two separate desktop PCs, one for driving structured-light patterns to the
three projectors, and a second one for streaming in images from all
nine cameras. A microcontroller is used to extract timing signals
from the projectors to generate trigger signals for all of the cameras. An external PCIe expansion chassis is added to the camera
PC to provide enough Firewire cards to connect all nine cameras to
the single PC.
The resolution of the projectors is 1024×768, and the resolution
of the cameras is 640×480. At each station, the two grayscale cam-

eras are used with the local projector to capture geometry, and the
color camera is used to capture texture. As described in [30], the
projectors are modified to only project in grayscale by removing
the color wheels. DLP R projectors generate color images by sequentially projecting the individual red, green, and blue color channels of a video source. The removal of the color wheel effectively
modifies the projector from a 60 Hz color projector to a 180 Hz
grayscale projector. Similar to [30], we use three phase-shifted sinusoidal patterns to reconstruct depth. Each pattern is stored into
one of the three separate color channels of an image and sent to the
projector. The three sinusoidal patterns are individually captured as
they illuminate the human subject and the phase of each pixel in the
camera is computed [30]. While the phase of a camera pixel determines which points in the projector potentially illuminate it, due
to the periodic nature of the sinusoidal patterns, correspondences
between the cameras and projectors are not uniquely known by
the phase alone. By using the temporal phase unwrapping method
from [10], the phase images can be unwrapped over time and space
to ensure spatiotemporally consistent point clouds at each station.
Specifically, we combine a quality guided phase unwrapping approach with absolute phase estimates from the stereo cameras to
solve for the absolute phase of connected regions. Temporal unwrapping with stereo information significantly improves the consistency of unwrapped results, which in turn leads to consistency of
the point clouds [10].
If multiple projectors simultaneously illuminate the same point
on the human subject, neither the phases of projectors can be accurately estimated, nor can the correspondence between camera and
projector pixels. Since the projectors natively operate at a 60 Hz
rate, the time-multiplexing between the three stations lowers the
capture rate from each station to 20 frames per second. Clearly
faster projectors allow for capturing human subjects with faster motion. To implement this interleaving process, the video signals sent
to each projector are all synchronized to each other. Specifically,
we use two NVIDIA R Quadro R 5000 graphics cards with an additional G-Sync R daughter card in the display PC to synchronize all
video source signals. Triggering signals sent to the capture cameras
are derived from the timing of the synchronized projectors. All timing signals are generated using an external microcontroller. Similar to [30], the grayscale cameras capture the individual structuredlight patterns at approximately 180 Hz, and the color cameras capture at 60 Hz. The exposure of the color cameras is chosen to last
for the entire duration of projection of the three sinusoidal patterns;
thus the integration of the three phase-shifted sinusoidal patterns
appears as a constant illumination to the color cameras.

Each grayscale camera projector pair is capable of capturing a
portion of the human subject’s geometry from its own viewpoint.
Since our system is designed to capture the full 360-degree view of
the human subject, the individual views need to be aligned into a
a single coordinate frame, thus requiring an accurate calibration of
all cameras and projectors. We use the multi-camera-projector calibration approach in [11] to accomplish this. We use a translucent
target placed at various positions within the center of the capture
volume as a calibration target. Each projector projects striped binary patterns in the vertical and horizontal directions. The observing cameras in the system can decode the striped binary patterns
to determine pixel-level correspondences between all devices. The
correspondences along with estimates of the 3D locations of the
correspondence points are fed into a bundle adjustment optimization method to calibrate all the devices.
Even though the evolving pose of the human subject can be observed frame by frame after point cloud alignment, the limited number of capture devices and stations surrounding the human subject
causes holes during reconstruction. This is especially true for regions that are not illuminated by the projector, such as tops of heads
and regions that are occluded by other parts of the body, such as a
portion of a torso occluded by an arm. Additionally, regions with
low reflectivity and regions with shadows also create holes. Fig. 3
illustrates a single frame captured by each of the six grayscale cameras of the system in Fig. 2. There are several holes in each of the
views which need to be filled out in the fused 3D model. This motivates the use of templates in our system.
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T EMPLATE

Even though visual hulls can be used to estimate geometry for
many poses of the human subject, for scenes with significant selfocclusions, it is not always possible to generate a watertight representation of the entire subject’s surface. As such, a priori information on the structure of the human subject can help to properly
fill in these regions. In this paper, we use a template to create a
complete representation of each frame. However, unlike existing
methods [7], we use the same system configuration that captures
the dynamic geometry to also capture the template, obviating the
need for a separate system such as a high-quality laser scanner.
To create a template, the human subject is captured in a pose
where the majority of the his or her surface can be observed by
the cameras and projectors so as to limit the self-occlusions. Fig. 4
shows the captured geometry with the human subject in the template pose. As seen, the majority of the geometry is captured, except for regions on the tops and bottoms of the arms, the top of the
head, and the bottom of the torso, which are not observable by any
of the capture devices. These regions are not illuminated by the
projector, and therefore their 3D shape cannot be captured. We use
Poisson surface reconstruction [14] to fit a smooth meshed point
cloud over the existing geometry. As seen in Fig. 5, this generates a
hole-free representative template of the human subject.
Even though the template provides an a priori reference of the
true shape of the human subject, as a mesh alone, it lacks the structure to effectively fit the fused captured geometry from the three stations. In poses with significant occlusions, a reference to the overall
structure of the template is useful to prevent unnatural mesh deformations. This is especially true when little geometry for the human
subject’s arms is captured as they pass in front of the body. In these
poses, often only the outside of the arm is visible to the capturing
devices. The lack of geometry may cause bending in rigid regions
of the arm since there are limited correspondence points to enforce
a natural deformation. As is done in traditional motion capture, we
choose to fit a skeleton rig to the template to control the way its
geometry is deformed over time [19].
The skeleton rigging, or skeleton, is a set of artificial bones set
within the template to emulate natural pose deformations of the

Figure 3: Partial meshed point clouds of the human subject generated from unwrapped phase images of a single frame. Views captured from each of the six grayscale cameras in the system: (a) C1 ,
(b) C2 , (c) C3 , (d) C4 , (e) C5 , and (f) C6 as shown in Fig 2.

template mesh. The position and movement of the bones control
the movement of the vertices in the template mesh. For our system,
which only captures a waist-up view of the human subject, we opt
to use 12 bones within our skeleton, as shown in Fig. 5. 1 Each
bone in the skeleton has a single lead joint that controls its movement and position. The joint-bone pairs are labeled in Fig. 5. The
position of each vertex in the template mesh is determined by the
positions and orientations of nearby bones. The influence of each
bone on each vertex’s position is specified by the bone weight map
matrix W with dimensions of [N × J], where N is the number of
vertices in the template mesh and J is the number of bones in the
template. Each entry in the matrix W(i, j) takes on a real value
from zero to one, specifying the influence of each bone j on the
position of each vertex i by taking into account a vertex’s relative
1 The limited field of view of each of the cameras and projectors prevents

us from capturing the entire height of the human subject.

(a)

Figure 6: An example of the decomposition of Rlocal into Rjoint and
Rbone . The original pose of a bone in P0 always lies along the y-axis
with unit vector~v. The axis of rotation used to rotate between~v and
final bone position~r is ~k.

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Partial geometry used to generate a template. Views from
(a) front, (b) back, and (c) top.

distance to each bone. The vertices are influenced by one to three
bones. Each row of influence from all bones to a single vertex is
normalized to sum to one.
We deform the template by using dual quaternion skinning [13]
to modify the skeleton pose so as to fit the fused geometry from
three stations. In contrast to the commonly used linear blend skinning, dual quaternion skinning provides more natural deformation,
especially under large twisting motions. We solve for the bone positions that deform our mesh to best align the template to the fused
surfaces captured in each frame.
As is standard with skeleton-rigged deformation, rotating a
branch around a joint not only rotates the connected bone, but also
all subsequently connected bones. Specifically, the skeleton of our
template is connected in a tree structure with joints serving as the
nodes of the tree and the bones as the paths between nodes. We
can think of the set of bones that follow from a joint in the skeleton to a terminal bone in the tree as a branch. The largest branch
starts from the joint for bone 0 in Fig. 5 and includes all bones in
the skeleton. The smallest branches are single bones 3, 7, and 11 as
shown in Fig. 5. Anytime a bone is transformed around its joint, the
subsequent bones along the branch need to be updated as well. For
example, in Fig. 5, if bone 4 is rotated, then bones 5, 6, and 7 are
moved to keep their pose relative to bone 4. We refer to the branch
that starts at a bone j as branch j. A branch weight map W̄ can be
calculated from the bone weight map:
W̄(i, b) =

∑

W(i, j),

(1)

j∈B(b)

Figure 5: Rigged template of a human subject generated by Poisson surface reconstruction. The bones and joints are numbered and
indicated in orange.

where b is the current branch and B(b) is the set of bones in a
branch. We use branch weights when calculating how well the vertices in a given branch fit the target frame geometry.
For each bone, we specify a range of motion under which it can
be rotated relative to its parent bone. A parent bone p j is defined as
the bone connected to bone j that is higher in the skeleton tree and
connected to the lead joint of bone j. For example, in Fig. 5, bone 5
is the parent of bone 6. We define a local right-handed coordinate
system for each bone in the original pose P0 of the template, shown
in Fig. 5, that places each joint at the origin and the bone out of that
joint on the y-axis as shown in Fig. 6. The constraint set for each
joint is generated by inspecting each joint in the template under
varying amounts of rotation and selecting a rotation range for the
joint relative to its parent that falls within the physical range of motion for a human subject. Specifically, the constraints set for each
joint are defined as minimum and maximum limits of rotation on

Joint
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

θminX
-3.14
-0.4
-0.6
-0.4
0.0
-1.0
-0.8
-0.4
-0.1
-1.0
-1.0
-0.2

θmaxX
3.14
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
1.2
0.8
0.4
0.4
1.2
1.5
0.4

Rotation Limits (radians)
θminZ θmaxZ θminBone
-3.14
3.14
-3.14
-0.4
0.4
-0.4
-0.4
0.4
-0.8
-0.4
0.4
-1.4
-0.2
0.2
-0.4
-0.5
1.4
-2.8
-1.4
1.1
-0.8
-0.4
0.4
0.0
-0.2
0.2
-0.4
-1.4
0.4
-0.4
-1.2
1.0
-0.4
-0.4
0.8
0.0

θmaxBone
3.14
0.4
0.8
1.4
0.4
0.4
1.6
0.0
0.4
2.8
1.2
0.0

Table 1: A sample set of constraints used for the template.
Figure 7: Illustration of a constrained region for a skeleton joint.
The bone out of a joint is always aligned with the y-axis in the
original template pose. The green region shows valid new positions
into which Rjoint can rotate the bone. The four sides of the valid
region are constrained by the rotation limits around the x and zaxes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: An example shoulder joint rotated (a) along the x-axis
and (b) along the z-axis of the local coordinate frame. The figure
in gray is the original pose. The red model represents a positive
rotation around the axis and blue represents a negative rotation.

each of the x, y, and z-axes relative to its parent joint. The rotation
constraints can be applied directly only when a joint rotates about a
single coordinate axis. Since in practice, this is not often the case,
we need to compute a different constraint representation based on
the values from the individual axis rotation constraints. To do this,
we represent the constraint for each joint in two parts. The first
component Rjoint is a rotation matrix that represents the portion of
the joint rotation that occurs around an axis lying in the x-z plane of
the joint’s local coordinate system as shown in Fig. 6. This rotation
moves the bone from the y-axis to its new position shown in red in
Fig. 6. The second component of the joint rotation, represented by
the rotation matrix Rbone , rotates around the new axis of the bone
shown in red in Fig. 6. Thus, the total transformation Rlocal is given
by:
Rlocal = Rbone Rjoint .
(2)
We refer to this total transformation as Rlocal since it denotes the
transformation of the joint with respect to its own local coordinate
frame. Since the rotation Rjoint rotates around an axis that lies in the
x-z plane, no component of Rjoint rotates around the y-axis. Therefore, the rotation matrix Rjoint is constrained by the individual minimum and maximum constraints for the x-axis and z-axis. As seen in
Fig. 7, the valid range in which Rjoint can be defined is constrained
by the regions that fall within the minimum and maximum angles
of rotation for the x-axis, namely θminX and θmaxX , and the z-axis,
namely θminZ and θmaxZ . Once the bone has been put in position by
Rjoint , we constrain the amount of rotation around the bone by using the angle limits for the y-axis, since rotating around the y-axis
in the original pose is the same as rotating around the bone axis
in the pose after Rjoint is applied. We refer to the minimum and
maximum limits of rotation around the bone axis as θminBone and
θmaxBone respectively.
We choose this representation for joint rotations because it is
intuitive to constrain. For example, for the joint at the wrist, we
expect a limited range of rotation in the x-z plane and zero rotation
around the bone axis. Even with correct alignment of the skeleton
to existing geometry, joint constraints are important. For regions
with significant missing geometry due to occlusion, for example,
the constraints keep the skeleton in a reasonable pose until the true
geometry can be observed again. Table 1 shows a sample set of
motion constraints for the 12 joints in our template. To generate
the values in the table, the template is deformed at each joint along
each of the x, y, and z-axes, is visualized over a range of deformation angles from [−π, π), and the subset of this range of angles that
appears as a physically plausible limit is selected. The table is populated by iteratively examining each joint over the three possible
axes. Fig. 8 presents sample poses of a shoulder joint rotated about
the local x-axis and z-axis.

Figure 9: The basic input and output of the iterative mesh deformation method.
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In this section, we describe our method for fitting a template to
captured 3D scans. Reconstructing the dynamic shape of a human
subject occurs in several nested iterative processes. At the top level,
we deform the template to each fused 3D scan resulting from one
round of three stations capturing the scene. In doing so, we iteratively update the orientation of each bone in the template to bring
it into alignment with the 3D captured geometry. We repeat this
process for each consecutive new set of data.
The human subject is captured from only one station at a time at
a rate of 60 Hz. At each station, two cameras generate point clouds
representing their views of the scene. Each of these two points
clouds are meshed into surfaces, which in turn allows for normals
to be estimated for each vertex. We merge the six 3D surfaces generated in three consecutive time steps, two from each station, into a
partial surface reconstruction of the scene. We refer to the merged
partial surfaces captured at time t as a frame Ft . The merged surfaces are not re-meshed to create a single surface; rather, the partial
reconstruction is represented as a set of multiple disconnected surfaces. In the process of fitting the template to the partial reconstructions, the surface connectivity of the partial scans is less important
than the normal and location of each vertex in the partial surface
since these are used for finding correspondences.
To capture the overall movement of the human subject over time,
the template is sequentially fit to each frame as shown in Fig. 9. The
captured data at time t, denoted by Ft , is processed to compute the
pose of the human subject at time t, denoted by Pt . We refer to the
template in its original pose, as shown in Fig. 5, as S0 and the corresponding original skeleton pose itself as P0 . The final skeleton pose
that aligns S0 with frame Ft is referred to as Pt . As seen in Fig. 9,
given the template S0 , the captured frame Ft , the weight maps W
and W̄, and the pose Pt−1 at time t −1, we deform the template S0 to
fit the target frame Ft and generate pose Pt and deformed template
St as output. The steps for template deformation are shown in the
flow diagram of Fig. 10. At a high level, the template deformation
takes place in three main steps: initialization, processing, and finalizing. During initialization, all data needed for processing is loaded
and the template is deformed to the pose from the previous frame.
Within the processing step, the template is evaluated to determine
whether it closely fits the target frame. If it does not, the branch fitting loop is executed. During branch fitting, the poses of branches
within the skeleton are iteratively updated to align to the target geometry. After each pass through branch fitting, the fit between the
source template and the target frame is reevaluated. Once a good
fit is found, the processing step is concluded and the finalizing step
saves the pose and final template for processing the next frame. We
now explain each step in more detail.

Figure 10: Processing steps for the template deformation block
shown in Fig. 9.

During initialization, the template S0 , vertex weight map W,
branch weight map W̄, skeleton pose from the previous time step
Pt−1 , and frame Ft are all loaded. The pose of each bone is represented as a rotation matrix plus translation vector. The pose of a
skeleton Pt specifies the transformation of each bone from the original template pose P0 to its position and orientation at time t, and
it is represented by the set of rotation and translation vectors for
each bone. While initializing for time instance t, the template S0 is
deformed according to the skeleton pose Pt−1 that was aligned to
frame Ft−1 . Since the frames are processed sequentially, pose Pt−1
is the best initial estimate for target frame Ft . The bone weight map
W assigning the influence of each bone on each template vertex is
needed to properly deform the template. The vertices of the template are updated to match the skeleton pose using dual quaternion
skinning. We refer to this updated template as Stcurr since it is the
current best estimate for aligning with Ft .
This deformed template is used as input to the “processing” portion of our algorithm shown in Fig. 10. Correspondences from template Stcurr to the frame Ft are generated, and the average distance
between all correspondence points is found. Specifically, a correspondence for each vertex in frame Ft is found by locating the
closest vertex in template Stcurr that lies in the direction of the frame
vertex’s normal. To prevent erroneous correspondences, the maximum distance is kept below a preset threshold. The average misalignment distance over all correspondence pairs is calculated and
represented as Eavg . If this average error is small, then template
Stcurr is well aligned with the frame Ft and the finalizing step can
start. If Stcurr it not yet well aligned with Ft , then the branch fitting
process must be executed. In the branch fitting process to be described in Section 4.1, the pose of each branch of the skeleton Ptcurr
is updated to bring template Stcurr into alignment with the frame Ft .

Each distance term is weighted by the branch weight map W̄(i, b),
which represents the total influence of branch b on the vertex position sti . We select the most misaligned branch b̂ and correct it before
any other branch:
b̂ = arg min E(b),

(4)

b∈B

where B is the set of possible branches.
Once the branch is selected, the transformation to align the correspondences between the template Stcurr and frame Ftcurr in the
branch is estimated by solving for a rotation and translation. Specifically, we use a standard 3D rigid transform to align the correspondences for vertices in branch b̂ [4]. The 3D correspondence pair for
vertex l that is fed into the transform is weighted as
(
wt,l =
f ,l

Figure 11: Processing steps for the branch fitting block showed in
10.

For each frame, the branch fitting process is executed multiple times
until a reasonable fit is found.
In the finalizing step, the pose of the skeleton Ptcurr that transforms the source template S0 into alignment with the frame Ft is
stored along with the deformed template Stcurr . The deformed template itself is not used during subsequent processing, but its pose
is used during the initialization step of the following frame. The
deformed template is the main output of our system corresponding to the dynamic geometry of the human subject. The heart of
our approach for template deformation lies within the branch fitting
process to be described next.
4.1 Branch Fitting
The branch fitting process is illustrated in Fig. 11. At a high level,
the pose of each branch in the template skeleton is updated to bring
the source template into alignment with the target frame. This process is run until each branch in the skeleton has been updated. The
order in which the branches are processed is determined by the misalignment error for each branch, starting with the worst fit branch
and continuing in order of decreasing error.
The branch fitting process begins by checking whether all the
branches have been processed. If they have not, the error for each
branch is calculated. To do this, correspondences between the template Stcurr and captured frame Ft are found as described earlier. We
denote the correspondence i as a vertex sti in the template Stcurr and a
vertex fti in frame Ft . The Euclidean distances between each corresponding vertex pair in the source and target d(sti , fti ) are computed.
Using these values, the average misalignment of correspondences
of each branch b is
∑ d(sti , fti )W̄(i, b)

E(b) =

i∈N

∑ W̄(i, b)
i∈N

.

(3)

| f ,l

d(stl , ftl )nts,l nt
0

| f ,l

if nts,l nt > 0,
| f ,l
if nts,l nt ≤ 0,

(5)

where nts,l and nt are the normals of the vertices in the target and
source, respectively. A correspondence weight is calculated for
each vertex l in the set of vertices in branch b̂. The correspondence weights are proportional to the distance between stl and ftl
in a correspondence pair. Correspondences with a large distance
between the source and target vertices occur in regions where the
source template is most misaligned with respect to the target frame,
i.e. the regions that are most important to fit. To ensure correct correspondences, we penalize those without similar normals. Specifically, if the normals are more than 90 degrees apart, then they are
likely matching the incorrect side of a surface and are thus ignored.
Before computing the rotation to align the correspondences, the
vertices of the source and target are translated such that the origin
of the world coordinate frame is centered at the lead joint of branch
b̂. The resulting rotation matrix R(b̂) and translation vector ~T (b̂)
computed from the 3D transformation represent the update transformation of the branch in the world coordinate system centered at
the lead joint of branch b̂ [4]. Fig. 12 illustrates the forearm of a
human template, shown in gray, being fit to target geometry, shown
as red dots in the figure. By applying the rotation R(b̂), the forearm
of the template is aligned with the target geometry. The rotation
R(b̂) is applied in the world coordinate frame centered at the lead
joint of branch b̂. When fitting all branches other than the root
branch, we discard the translation vector ~T (b̂) since the position of
a branch’s lead joint is determined by the parent bone connected to
it. For example, in Fig. 5, the position of the lead joint of bone 7 is
determined by the position and orientation of bone 6.
Once the update rotation R(b̂) is estimated, the next step is to ensure that the rotation is within the constrained limit for the branch.
This is described in detail in Section 4.2. Constraining the update
rotation of a branch results in a new rotation matrix Ŕ(b̂). With the
new rotation, the position of branch b̂ is updated in Ptcurr and the
template Stcurr is updated according to this new pose. As done in the
initialization, the template Stcurr is deformed using dual quaternion
skinning.
Given the new pose for the template Stcurr , we recompute the correspondences for the updated branch b̂, the one just rotated, and
compute the average misalignment error for the branch using Equation 3. The process is repeated until the average misalignment error
for b̂ drops below a certain threshold for a preset number of iterations. Once this happens, we return to the beginning of the branch
fitting process and check to see whether all branches have been fit.
If they have, we exit the branch fitting process, otherwise, the next
branch is processed. After all branches are processed, we exit the
branch fitting process.

Figure 12: An example of branch fitting. The forearm branch of a
template is rotated by R(b̂) to align with points in the target geometry shown as red dots. The new template pose after applying R(b̂)
is shown in blue. The rotation occurs in the world coordinate frame
with the origin positioned at the lead joint of the rotating branch.

Figure 13: Processing steps for the constraining a branch rotation
block shown in 11.

4.2

Constraining a branch rotation

At the time the update rotation R(b̂) of branch b̂ is calculated in
Fig. 11, the skeleton is in pose Ptcurr and the template Stcurr reflects
this pose. We need to apply R(b̂) to rotate branch b̂ to better align
the template mesh Stcurr with the target frame Ft . The pose Ptcurr is
represented by a set of rotation matrices Rtcurr (b) for each branch
b that specify the amount of rotation the branch undergoes in the
process of moving from the original template pose P0 to the current
pose Ptcurr . The rotations Rtcurr (b) are all represented in the world
coordinate frame since this is the coordinate frame of the template
Stcurr and target Ft . On the other hand, to test whether a branch b̂
satisfies its specified constraints, its rotation must be represented in
the local coordinate frame of branch b̂ in pose P0 since the constraints of each branch are defined in this local coordinate frame.
Therefore, to apply any constraint in the rotation of bones, we must

reconcile these two coordinate systems.
The steps for constraining a branch rotation are illustrated in
Fig. 13 and can be summarized as follows. In step A, we concatenate incremental rotation R(b̂) from Fig. 11 with the current rotation Rtcurr of the skeleton to determine the new rotation Rtnew (b̂) of
branch b̂ in the world coordinate system with respect to its pose
in P0 . Then, in step B, we solve for the rotation of branch b̂ relative to its parent branch p̂ and represent it as Rworld
rel (b̂). This is
because the constraints of each branch are defined relative to the
orientation of their parent branch. Since the relative rotation must
be represented in the local coordinate frame where the constraints
are defined, in step C, the coordinate frame of the relative transformation Rworld
rel (b̂) is converted from the world coordinate system
to the local coordinate frame of branch b̂ in pose P0 denoted by
Rlocal
rel (b̂). In step D, the local rotation is decomposed into the two
rotation components Rbone (b̂) and Rjoint (b̂) presented in Section 3.
In step E, we constrain the two rotation components to meet the
branch constraints resulting in Ŕbone (b̂) and Ŕjoint (b̂). From here,
the inverse of steps A–D are visited in reverse order. First in step F,
the constrained local relative rotation Ŕlocal
rel (b̂) is generated by composing Ŕbone (b̂) and Ŕjoint and then, in step G, it is transformed to
the world coordinate system Ŕworld
rel (b̂). In step H, the transformation is computed relative to the original pose P0 rather than to the
parent branch to generate Ŕtnew (b̂), and, in step I, we remove the
Rtcurr from Ŕtnew (b̂) to obtain the final constrained rotation Ŕ(b̂).
We now explain each step in more detail.
The rotation Rtcurr (b̂) represents the rotation that branch b̂ has
undergone in moving from pose P0 to pose Ptcurr in the world coordinate system. The update rotation R(b̂) in Fig. 11 is the incremental rotation we apply in addition to Rtcurr (b̂) to better align the
vertices of branch b̂ in Stcurr with Ft . In step A, the total rotation
Rtnew (b̂) for branch b̂ is the concatenation of these two rotations as
follows:
Rtnew (b̂) = R(b̂)Rtcurr (b̂).
(6)
The rotation Rtnew (b̂) for branch b̂ is represented in the world coordinate system. It describes the rotation of the branch in the same
coordinate system as the template Stcurr and target frame Ft . The rotation Rtnew (b̂) specifies how much branch b̂ is being rotated from
its orientation in pose P0 . Rather than represent the rotation of the
branch with respect to its orientation in pose P0 , we would like to
capture the rotation of branch b̂ relative to its parent branch p̂. This
is because the constraints defined for each branch are represented
as the amount of rotation a branch can undergo relative to its parent
branch. The need for this representation is illustrated in Fig. 14. For
a human posed with the upper arm extending out to the side, there
is a set of rotations in the world coordinate system that describes
the possible movement of the forearm, as shown in Fig. 14a. If the
upper arm is extended to the front of the body as shown in Fig. 14b,
the range of possible rotations for the forearm in the world coordinate system would now be different. However, the relative rotation
of the forearm with respect to the upper arm would be the same in
these two situations. We are interested in calculating this relative
rotation since our constraints for a branch are defined in this relative manner. As such, in step B, the relative rotation Rworld
rel (b̂) of
branch b̂ to the parent branch p̂ is computed as
new
curr
−1
Rworld
rel (b̂) = Rt (b̂)Rt ( p̂) .

(7)

To illustrate the method of relative rotations, we present an example where branch b̂ = 6 and p̂ = 5 as labeled in Fig. 5. If a template takes on pose Pt the corresponding rotation matrices to generate this pose from P0 are represented as Rt (b), ∀ b ∈ B. When the

(a)

(a)

(b)
(b)

Figure 14: An example range of rotation for an elbow joint is shown
with the upper arm positioned (a) towards the side of the body and
(b) towards the front of the body. Note that range of motion for the
elbow is the same regardless of the position of the upper arm.

template is in pose P0 as shown in Fig. 15a, Rt=0 (b̂) = Rt=0 ( p̂) = I,
the identity matrix. In Fig. 15b, we depict a rotation about the
branch p̂ at time t = 1. In this pose, both branches 5 and 6 are
rotated from their orientation in pose P0 by a rotation of R1 , that
is Rt=0 ( p̂) 6= Rt=1 ( p̂), but Rt=1 ( p̂) = Rt=1 (b̂) = R1 since both
branches have undergone the same rotation. If now the branch b̂
is rotated at time t = 2 by a rotation of R2 , as shown in Fig. 15c,
then Rt=1 ( p̂) = Rt=2 ( p̂) = R1 , but Rt=2 (b̂) 6= Rt=2 ( p̂). Obviously
Rt=2 (b̂) = R2 R1 and Rt=2 ( p̂) = R1 . The rotation of branch b̂ relative to p̂ for pose P2 can be determined by using Equation 7:
−1
Rworld
= R2 R1 R−1
rel (b̂) = Rt=2 (b̂)Rt=2 ( p̂)
1 = R2 .

(8)

Thus, we are able to isolate the rotation of branch b̂ relative to its
parent branch p̂ by using Equation 7. Additionally, since all rotations Rt (b̂) are defined in the world coordinate system, the relative
rotation Rworld
is also represented in the world coordinate system.
rel
In step C, we convert the relative rotation Rworld
rel (b̂) from the
world coordinate frame to the local coordinate frame of branch b̂ in
pose P0 . The coordinate transformation between a branch b̂ in the
local coordinate frame of pose P0 and the world coordinate frame
is represented as Rl→w (b̂). We use this coordinate transformation
to convert the relative rotation from world coordinates to local coordinates:
−1 world
Rlocal
rel (b̂) = Rl→w (b̂) Rrel (b̂)Rl→w (b̂).

(9)

(c)

Figure 15: Illustration of the template in three consecutive poses:
(a) the template fit to pose P0 , (b) pose P1 where branch p̂ = 5 is
rotated, and (c) pose P2 where branch b̂ = 6 is rotated.

The relative rotation is now represented in the correct local coordinate frame, but it needs to be decomposed into a different representation before the constraints can be tested. In step D, we decompose Rlocal
rel (b̂) into Rjoint (b̂) and Rbone (b̂), as in Section 3, to match
the same form in which the branch constraints are defined. The constraints for Rjoint (b̂) are specified as allowable ranges of rotation
around the x-axis and z-axis as shown in Fig. 7. The constraint for
Rbone (b̂) is specified as an allowable range of rotation around the
axis of the bone, as shown in Fig. 6. The rotation Rjoint (b̂) captures
the new position to which a bone would be moved to if rotated by

Rlocal
rel (b̂). The rotation Rbone (b̂) accounts for any rotations around
this bone caused by Rlocal
rel (b̂). Deriving Rjoint (b̂) and Rbone (b̂) from
Rlocal
rel (b̂) is performed in two steps. First, we solve for Rjoint (b̂) and
then generate Rbone (b̂) by using Rjoint (b̂) and Rlocal
rel (b̂).
The rotation Rjoint (b̂) captures the movement of the bone to a
new location caused by Rlocal
rel (b̂). In the local coordinate frame of
each branch in original pose P0 , the bone out of each joint lies along
the y-axis as shown in Fig. 6. We can determine the new position of
the bone by transforming a y-direction unit vector by Rlocal
rel (b̂) as
follows:
 
 local
 0
(10)
~r = Rrel (b̂). 1
0
The vector~r accounts for the new location of the bone, but it does
not represent the amount of rotation around the axis of the bone.
We wish to solve for the rotation needed to transform the original
pose of the bone in P0 , a unit-length vector on the y-axis, to the
new position~r without any rotation around the y-axis. The rotation
matrix Rjoint (b̂) can be represented in an axis-angle representation,
where ~k is the axis of rotation as shown in Fig. 6 and θjoint is the
angle of rotation about the axis. The axis of rotation for Rjoint (b̂)
must lie in the x-z plane of the joint’s local coordinate system to
effectively separate the rotation about the bone axis in Rbone (b̂). To
transform a y-axis unit vector to align with vector~r = [rx ry rz ]| , the
axis of rotation ~k is defined as [rz 0 −rx ]| /|[rz 0 −rx ]|. The vector
~k is perpendicular to ~r and lies in the x-z plane as shown in Fig. 6.
By rotating a y-axis unit vector around ~k, the y-axis unit vector can
be aligned with ~r. We set the original direction of the bone vector
to ~v = [0 1 0]| , and we use the Rodrigues’ rotation formula to solve
for θjoint [15]:
~r =~v cos θjoint + (~k ×~v) sin θjoint +~k(~k ·~v)(1 − cos θjoint ).

(11)

Given the rotation vector is ~k and the angle of rotation is θjoint , we
can solve for the rotation matrix Rjoint (b̂) using the matrix representation of the Rodrigues’ formula [15]:

Next, we convert Rbone (b̂) into its axis-angle representation. By
definition, Rbone (b̂) must rotate around the axis of the bone. We
determine the angle of rotation θbone for Rbone (b̂) and ensure it
meets the constraints θminBone < θbone < θmaxBone . The rotation
θbone is found using the matrix to axis-angle conversion for rotation matrices[15]:
!
trace(Rbone (b̂)) − 1
.
(14)
θbone = arccos
2
If θbone does not meet the set constraints, it is modified to the closer
value of θminBone and θmaxBone . The constrained rotation is up´ the new rotation around the bone,
dated as θ́bone . Using θ́bone and ~r,
Ŕbone (b̂), is computed using Equation 12.
The final four steps of Fig. 13, steps F–I, are the inverse of steps
A–D in reverse order. They are executed to convert the constrained
rotation back to the proper coordinate frame and representation. In
step F, we compose Ŕbone (b̂) and Ŕjoint (b̂) into one rotation to generate local rotation:
Ŕlocal
rel (b̂) = Ŕbone (b̂)Ŕjoint (b̂).

(15)

In step G, Ŕlocal
rel (b̂) which is in the constrained relative rotation in
the local coordinate system is transformed to the world coordinate
system:
local
−1
Ŕworld
rel (b̂) = Rl→w (b̂)Ŕrel (b̂)Rl→w (b̂) .

(16)

Ŕworld
rel (b̂) represents the constrained relative rotation of branch b̂
with respect to its parent. In step H, Ŕworld
rel (b̂) is modified so that
it defines the rotation of b̂ with respect to the original pose of the
branch in pose P0 :
curr
Ŕtnew (b̂) = Ŕworld
rel (b̂)Rt ( p̂).

(17)

Finally, in step I, the rotation of the branch due to the pose Rtcurr (b̂)
is removed to isolate Ŕ(b̂):
Ŕ(b̂) = Ŕtnew (b̂)Rtcurr (b̂)−1 .

(18)

(12)

Once Ŕ(b̂) is calculated, the constrained rotation is returned to the
calling branch fitting process in Fig 11.

where K is the cross-product matrix for ~k and I is the 3×3 identity
matrix. Given Rlocal
rel (b̂) and Rjoint (b̂), we can solve for Rbone (b̂)
using Equation 2:

5 T EXTURING THE T EMPLATE
In addition to capturing the realistic movement of the human subjects, we are also interested in capturing the colors of the human
subject’s clothes and skin. This is done by using the three color
cameras located on the three system stations. Since the connectivity and number of vertices in the template does not change as it is
deformed in each frame, each vertex should correspond to the same
location on the human subject throughout the captured sequence.
For example, the vertex located on the nose of the human subject
should correspond to the nose in all frames of data.
We opt to texture the human subject primarily from three color
images captured at the same time as the frame used to generate
the template, specifically at time t = 0. These three images are
aligned with the template in its original pose and expose a maximum amount of the subject’s surface to the color cameras. With
the three color cameras located on each structured-light station, the
majority of the surface of the template can be textured as shown in
Fig. 16a. To texture, we project the vertices of the template S0 onto
the color images and each vertex is assigned the color of the pixel
it is projected onto.
Template regions that are not visible to the texture cameras at
time t = 0 are shown in black in Fig. 16a. They make up regions

Rjoint (b̂) = I + (sinθjoint )K + (1 − cosθjoint )K2 ,

−1
Rbone (b̂) = Rlocal
rel (b̂)Rjoint (b̂)

(13)

At this point we have converted the local rotation Rlocal
rel (b̂) into
the proper form of our constraints Rbone (b̂) and Rjoint (b̂). In step
E, the individual rotations are compared against the branch constraints in Table 1 and modified to fit as necessary. First, we check
whether the position of ~r falls within a valid rotation range for the
x and z axes. The angle between the y-axis and vector ~r is used to
calculate θX and θZ , the rotation of ~R around the x-axis and z-axis,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 7, there is a range of valid positions into which the branch can be rotated, shown in green in the
figure. Specifically, we must ensure that θminX < θX < θmaxX and
θminZ < θZ < θmaxZ . If~r falls outside of the constrained region, it is
moved into a valid position. Using Rodrigues’ formula in Equation
11, the value of θjoint is updated to a new angle θ́joint to move~r into
´ Applying Equation 12, the new angle θ́joint
a valid new position ~r.
~
and k are used to generate Ŕjoint (b̂).

(a)

(b)

some colors may be incorrect in individual frames, we can use the
entire color vector for a vertex to estimate a representative color.
To do this, the vector of colors for a single vertex is sorted in order
of increasing intensity in the HSV color space. We use this color
space rather than RGB so as to sort according to a single value per
vertex. By selecting the color with the median intensity for each
vertex, we obtain a reasonable estimate of the color for all vertices
in the mesh. Fig. 16b shows the median color for each vertex in the
template. It does not have as much detail as the direct projection of
texture from images as in Fig. 16a, but it still represents the human
subject’s texture well.
The final texture for the template is generated by texturing the
majority of the template with the color images from the template
frame and by filling the empty regions with the median selected
colors. The seams between the two regions are manually blended
to improve the overall texture quality, as shown in Fig. 16c. In the
event that a vertex of the mesh is never viewed by a color camera,
the vertex will remain black. To correct these cases, the vertex color
is be copied from the nearest neighboring pixels with a computed
texture. In the capture sequence presented in Section 6, each vertex
is viewable by the observing cameras in at least a few frames, so
we do not need to perform this texture copy process.
We have empirically found that directly applying the texture for
frame t using the corresponding color images at time t results in
unnatural, displeasing artifacts compared to the proposed texturing
method. This is because the geometry in each frame is from a deformed version of the template; as such, any slight misalignment in
the estimate of the pose for the template can result in misaligned
texture. This can especially be true in regions where local surface
deformations are not captured by the deformed template.
6

(c)

Figure 16: The template is shown textured: (a) using only color
images from the template frame, (b) using median colors mapped
to each template vertex, and (c) using a blend of textures (a) and
(b).

such as the top of the head and top and bottom of the arms. We
provide an estimate of the colors for these vertices by using the
remaining color images captured during each target frame. Specifically, the deformed template generated for each target frame is textured using the color images captured at the same time as the target
frame. Each deformed mesh is textured in the same manner as the
original template. However, we do not expect as many of the vertices to be textured since most frames have more occlusions than
the original template pose.
Once the deformed templates for all frames are textured, we analyze the color vector assigned to each vertex in each frame of the
sequence. In particular, we focus on the vertices that are not directly assigned colors from color images of time t = 0. Although

R ESULTS

We test our deformation method on a 50-second animation sequence consisting of 992 frames. Starting from the grayscale images that capture the human subject under structured light, a sequence of phase images are calculated for each camera. These
phase images are unwrapped as in [10] and a sequence of point
clouds are generated from each camera. The point clouds from
each of the six geometry capturing cameras are filtered, meshed,
and transformed into a single world coordinate frame. The result
is a sequence of partial scans that we use to deform our template.
During processing, we set parameters to iterate through all branches
four times per frame. Additionally, the rigid transformation of each
branch is estimated at most four times before proceeding to the
other branches.
Fig. 17 shows the transformation of each branch over time in the
local coordinate frame. The branches are labeled as in Fig. 5 and
the rotation angles θX , θZ , and θbone of each branch are relative
to the branch’s orientation in pose P0 . Specifically, the angles for a
bone b are derived from the rotation matrices Ŕjoint (b) and Ŕbone (b)
computed from the final pose Pt of each frame shown in Fig. 9.
The sequence of captured geometry starts with the human subject
in pose P0 , which is reflected in Fig. 17 as the θX , θZ , and θbone
angles for each branch set to zero. Over time, the angles drift from
this pose. The angles for the wrists, i.e. branches 7 and 11, are
not illustrated because we did not allow for rotation around these
joints in the final reconstruction. Limited geometry captured for the
hands in most frames makes it difficult to constrain their movement
consistently. As seen, there is a significant variation in the amount
of rotation for each branch. The branches in the arms, specifically
branches 5, 6, 9, and 10, exhibit the greatest variation in orientation.
Sample poses shown in Fig. 18 illustrate the large range of motion
that the arms exhibit during the the captured sequence.
The rotation of the root branch 0 around the bone axis θX is plotted in Fig. 19. Since the root branch does not have a parent branch,
the rotation around the axis of the root bone is plotted relative to the

Figure 18: The template is deformed to fit the partial scans in a
variety of poses.

Figure 17: Rotation angles for branches in Fig. 5. For each branch,
the sequence of values for θX , θZ , and θbone are plotted over the
frame indices.

world coordinate system. We show the pose of the template at approximate rotation angles of (a) 0, (b) −π/2, (c) π, and (d) π/2 in
Fig. 20. As seen, the orientation of this angle controls the rotation
of the template pose.
The effect of the joint constraints for the shoulder of the left arm,
i.e. branch 5, is visualized in Fig. 22. As shown, the angles of each
axis of rotation obey the specified constraints throughout the entire captured sequence. Although an angle may be constrained over
multiple consecutive frames, the rotation of the angle resumes normally once the angle is within the constrained range. We find constraints to be most useful for branches not visible in a given pose.
Additionally, some constraints are useful in ensuring that rotations
occur at the correct joint. For example, the collar bones 4 and 8 in
Fig. 5, are constrained in many frames to ensure that rotation of the
arms are handled by the shoulder joints rather than the collarbones.
This matches the anatomy of actual human skeletons which have
a limited range of motion in collar bones compared to shoulders.
We have empirically observed the majority of 992 to frames have at
least one constrained joint. Fig. 21 shows the histogram of the number of constrained joints for all 992 frames. As seen, the majority
of frames have only one or two joints constrained. This implies the
iterative updates to the skeleton pose in successive frames are tracking to reasonable positions. Some of the constrained joints can be
attributed to intentional restriction of some joints, as in the example with the collar bone above. We only consider the ten joints that
were not constrained, excluding the two wrist joints.
As shown in Fig. 18, our deformation method is able to successfully capture the human subject in a variety of poses. Since we
capture geometry from multiple sides of the human subject, the human subject is able to rotate and change the direction her body faces

Figure 19: Rotation of root branch relative to world coordinate system. Rotation angles (a) 0, (b) θX , (c) θZ , and (d) θbone are illustrated in Fig. 20.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 20: Top view of deformed template for frames labeled in
Fig. 19:(a) 0, (b) −π/2, (c) π, and (d) π/2.

done by testing other configurations of structured-light patterns or
changing projector and camera hardware for models with higher
speed and improved resolutions. This would allow us to also integrate local deformation methods to capture the subtle details of the
human subject’s geometry [16]. Additionally, we would like to decrease processing time by offloading some computing onto the GPU
and by streamlining the 3D geometry generation and deformation
steps.
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Figure 21: Histogram of the number of constrained joints for all
992 frames.
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sequence with angle limits plotted for each axis of rotation.
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